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LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur’s English striker Harry Kane (2L) scores his team’s and his second goal of the English Premier League football match between Tottenham Hotspur and
Southampton. — AFP
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Kane strikes historic hat-trick
LONDON: Harry Kane rounded off a sensational 2017
by scoring a record number of Premier League goals
and hat-tricks in a calendar year, as well as toppling
Lionel Messi as the top scorer in Europe as a rampant
Tottenham Hotspur thrashed Southampton 5-2 yester-
day. The England striker followed up his treble over
Burnley on Saturday by heading in a Christian Eriksen
free kick in the 22nd minute for his 37th league goal of
2017, beating Alan Shearer’s 22-year-old record for the
most goals in England’s top flight in a calendar year.

Kane then overtook Messi as the top scorer of the
year in Europe for club and country by tapping in Son
Heung-min’s low cross in the 39th minute. He also
became the first player in seven years outside of Messi

and Cristiano Ronaldo to finish top scorer in the conti-
nent. “I think both achievements are massive,” said
Tottenham manager Mauricio Pochettino. “He beats
Shearer then if you see the list of the last seven years
it’s Cristiano and Messi, today it’s a player from
Tottenham. We feel this achievement also belongs to us,
it’s fantastic for Harry, he wanted to share that happi-
ness with all of us.”

In the second half, Kane scored his side’s fifth goal
of the game to become the first player to hit six Premier
League hat-tricks in one year. “For me he is world class,
Messi and Ronaldo have different characteristics, but if
you think about a striker in his position, who is better
than him?”, Pochettino added when asked if Kane could

be compared to the Portuguese and the Argentine. “It’s
difficult to say who is the best but he has showed
everyone that he is one of the best.”

CONSOLATION
Impressive strikes from Dele Alli and Son had further

stretched Tottenham’s lead in the second half, while
Sofiane Boufal hit back for struggling Southampton to
make it 4-1, before the relentless Kane struck once
again with a classy chipped finish over Fraser Forster in
the 67th minute.

Substitute Dusan Tadic got another consolation goal
for the visitors, who are 13th on 19 points and only
three clear of the relegation zone. Spurs provisionally

climbed up to fourth on 37 points, although Liverpool
could overtake them again if they beat Swansea City
later. Southampton were without top scorer Charlie
Austin following a suspension for violent conduct, while
coach Mauricio Pellegrino again left defender Virgil van
Dijk out of the squad.

The Argentine had to face the away supporters call-
ing him for him to be sacked during the game, and he
criticised his players for their attitude. “I want to see a
team with character fighting and playing for the ball,”
he said.  “Sometimes you do well, sometimes you do not
but the minimum is to show this from the beginning. The
wrong thing is we waited until the Tottenham goal to
react.” —Reuters

Spurs hammer Southampton 5-2

LIVERPOOL: Liverpool playmaker Philippe Coutinho
underlined his importance to the Reds ahead of the trans-
fer window with a fine individual display in a comfortable
5-0 win over Premier League strugglers Swansea City
yesterday.

The Brazil international scored his 12th goal of the
season with a fine curling effort and provided an assist
for compatriot Roberto Firmino.  Coutinho, who was
strongly linked with a move to Barcelona in the build-up
to the season, has enjoyed his most prolific goalscoring
month in a Liverpool shirt, finding the net seven times in
December.

Trent Alexander-Arnold’s determination saw him
score Liverpool’s third after half-time before Firmino and
Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain finished from close range.
Liverpool’s victory ensured they remain in the thick of
the battle for the Champions League places in fourth
spot-five points behind second-placed Manchester
United.

Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp had made four
changes from the side that drew 3-3 against Arsenal. Joel
Matip and Alexander-Arnold came into the defence,
while Georginio Wijnaldum and Oxlade-Chamberlain
both started in midfield.  It did not take Liverpool long to
assert their authority against the Premier League’s bot-
tom club.

The tireless Firmino dispossessed Jordan Ayew in
midfield and rolled the ball into the path of Mohamed
Salah who in turn fed Coutinho just outside the penalty
area. Coutinho, restored to an advanced role in

Liverpool’s attacking triumvirate, cut inside onto his right
foot and curled a sumptuous shot into the top right cor-
ner of the net, which Swansea goalkeeper Lukasz
Fabianski could only stand and admire.

Liverpool goalkeeper Simon Mignolet, who retained
his place despite a high-profile blunder against Arsenal,
was called into action shortly afterwards.  A deep cross
picked out Ayew at the back post and the Swansea strik-
er’s header brought a smart save out of the Belgium inter-
national.  With the atmosphere at Anfield flat and
Swansea happy to pack men behind the ball, the remain-
der of the first half lacked any real intensity.  Liverpool
continued to pose the greater threat with Emre Can,
Oxlade-Chamberlain and Firmino all trying their luck
from distance to no avail.  The Reds squandered a golden
chance to add to their advantage on the stroke of half-
time when Salah nabbed the ball in midfield and put
Firmino through on goal, only for the Liverpool forward
to drag his shot wide.

Six minutes into the second half Firmino made amends
as he found the net and Liverpool effectively ended the
game as a contest.  Coutinho, in his 200th appearance for
Liverpool, turned supplier-his delivery from a free-kick
picked out his compatriot’s run to the back post and
Firmino sweetly volleyed home from close range.
Swansea’s Oliver McBurnie, on his first Premier League
start, cut an increasingly isolated figure in attack and was
withdrawn just after the hour for on-loan Chelsea striker
Tammy Abraham. However, it was Liverpool who posed
the greater threat in the box and two goals in the space
of 90 seconds enabled the hosts to cruise through the
remainder of the game.

First, Alexander-Arnold netted his first Premier
League goal then Firmino was able to tap into an empty
net after Salah had unselfishly squared the ball to him
inside the six-yard box. — AFP

KUWAIT: Iraq topped its Gulf Cup group after a 2-1
win over Qatar yesterday, but with one group match
left, it remains to be seen which two teams will
progress to the semifinal.

Ali Husni Faisal broke the deadlock in the 65th
minute for Iraq after defender Ali Faez Atiyah’s won-
derfully executed spot kick at the end of the first half
put the Lions of Mesopotamia level. Qatar were first
to score through clever counter attack play that saw
Al Moaaz Ali Abdullah easily slotting home.

Despite the victory giving Iraq four points at the
group’s summit, an earlier triumph for Bahrain means
both sides are equal on points and goal difference,
but the Iraqis have a one-goal advantage.

Qatar, in the meantime, trail with three points and
still have equal progression chances with Bahrain,
who both enter a showdown in the final group match.
Meanwhile, Iraq next faces the easier task of bottom-
of-the-group Yemen, who have lost their last two
matches. The 23rd edition of the dual-group regional
tournament is being hosted by Kuwait, and includes
eight participating teams. —KUNA
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LIVERPOOL: Swansea City’s English striker Oli
McBurnie (L) jumps against Liverpool’s Estonian
defender Ragnar Klavan (R) during the English
Premier League football match. —AFP


